
We are primarily intended to work on a wide variety of businesses for the purpose of the 

Japanese pinball, or Pachinko Pachislot getting more and more close to foreigners not 

only Japanese, and healthy development of the business.

The number of the foreigners who visit Japan in these days is 19,730,000 this year.

On a single month basis, March and April 2016 recorded more than 2,000,000 people. 

This number

will be expected to still keep developing until Tokyo Olympic Games in four years later.

Japan also reinforces the budget every year, and call in foreigners forcusing in the 

business which is called "Visit Japan".

While econoour is reducing gently of Japan where the declining birthrate and a growing 

proportion of elderly people are developed, we  have to make more effort on sightseeing 

industry and have them drop the foreign currency. 

The important thing is Japan inform foreigners more and more that Japan has lots 

of lots of offer and get them to visit and have a good time in this country.We seriously 

hope foreigner become our country's biggest fan.There are long cultures, on the other 

hand, there are pop cultures, and activities. It'll be enough of attracting people. And also 

undeveloped industires exist in Japan.

"JAPAN, ENDLESS DISCOVERY" 

never ending seeking and discovery, Japan puts up indicate this thing, and it indicates 

that Japan is the place  no matter how many times visit, who can have fun.

Pinball culture is one of "the pleasure" which isn't learned about by a foreigner yet surely.

Even if We know existence, that which can't arrive until an amusement is the current 

state.

 To make undeveloped this culture and market evolve to a foreigner, we're sirs.

We take hand, and We have to uset with a hand at all Japan. An inn bound is kyou.

An art is the most critical item to success, and that's proved to the world already in Japan.

 A pinball pinball-style slot machine is Japanese culture as public amusement. Make 

continue this eternally.

The intelligence of the partner individual is also collected in RUTA US, and it's in sending 

to the world and improvement of the economic position.

We'd like to do our best. 
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